Two arrests made in murder case

by Joanne Rutka

A bout nine months after Cesar Martinez, 25, of Idaho Falls, was pulled over for speeding on Interstate 15 near Caribou, Idaho, on April 12, 2005, Idaho Falls police arrested Michael Montoya, 23, and Jesse Linderman, 21, and David J. Meister, 18, in connection with the death of Martinez.

Linderman allegedly sped his Ford Taurus westbound on I-15 at a speed of 80 mph and, when he was pulled over by Idaho Falls police, Meister, a passenger in the vehicle, was observed by the officer to have been involved in the speeding incident.

Montoya is the brother of Jesse Linderman and said that Linderman and Meister had learned about the I-15 incident on May 12, 2005.

Meister told police that he had been at Jesse Linderman’s house and had learned about the I-15 incident.

The suspect's family said that Linderman had left the house and had not been involved in the I-15 incident.

Montoya told police that he had been involved in the I-15 incident and had told Jesse Linderman about it.

The suspect's family said that Montoya had not been involved in the I-15 incident.

Meister told police that he had been involved in the I-15 incident and had told Jesse Linderman about it.

The suspect's family said that Meister had not been involved in the I-15 incident.

In response to the ASUI Senate this spring, he said that some residents are physically ill from the poor living conditions.

The most alarming effect of the amount of property damage is an increase in health issues for residents.

Martinez brings diversity, change to ASUI

by Brian Poole

The road to an ASUI Senate position has been a difficult and busy one for Sen. Jesse Martinez.

Martinez was born to Mexican immigrants in Los Angeles and was raised there for the first part of his life before moving to Butte for his teenage years.

Now, as a third-year senator double majoring in women's studies and political science, Martinez is poised to become the first Latina to lead the ASUI Senate.

Aside from scholarship work, Martinez has been heavily involved in a variety of organizations on campus, including Community of Latinas Embracing Diversity (COLEDA), a national organization that promotes diversity and inclusion.

Martinez has served in many places and positions within these and other organizations. He is currently an officer of the Office of the President of the Future Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Idaho (FUUP) and the National Multicultural Foundation of ASUI (MCOAL) and serves on the ASUI Senate Board.

Martinez has served in many places and positions within these and other organizations. He is currently an officer of the Office of the President of the Future Unitarian Universalist Congregation of Idaho (FUUP) and the National Multicultural Foundation of ASUI (MCOAL) and serves on the ASUI Senate Board.

Martinez said that being an ASUI senator has been an important opportunity for him to help others and to learn about diversity.

The desire to make a difference has been present in his life from an early age.

During his first year, Martinez attended an ASUI Senate meeting but did not really understand what was going on. He decided to get involved with other organizations and first decided to run for ASUI and OELA.

Martinez has been the ASUI Senate vice president and has run for the position of ASUI director of diversity affairs under the leadership of the former student senators.
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Students receiving advising help

BY LAUREN CONE
ASSISTANT EDITOR

When ASUI President Bob Uebelher and then-president elect Deb Nickelson first ran for their positions, they said each other would find it easier to advise students individually. According to Uebelher, very few students have actually taken them up on the offer. Instead, said Uebelher, students have continued to find it easier to avoid students who are not available to them for advice.

In an effort to curb the problem students, find healthy or efficient advising, the new advising center offers services to those with questions and problems.

The center is available to all students, their family members, and anyone who has questions about the advising center or general college life.

The advising center is designed to facilitate the advising process, not replace it. Students will still have their regular advisors, but can get further assistance from the advising center.

According to Uebelher, the center will also help students who are struggling with their studies, including
gaining insight into your law school.

Although the advising center was created with the idea that students would come to the center, there are no inherent advantages to accessing the center. Students need to take the initiative to visit the center and seek help.

Changes and improvements are still being made, but the advising center is up and running and will continue to grow.

Recent Idaho law changes cause fewer infractions

The University of Idaho has expanded its advising center to provide additional services to students.

ADVISORY STAFF

Looking for a few good women for Girl Scouts

ANNOUNCING THE 2003-2004 U.S. STUDENT FULBRIGHT COMPETITION!!!

Moscow Police Captain Cameron L. Herdais said students should be aware of the recent changes in state law because it allows the university to make changes regarding the campus security. On the other hand, the new laws may be helpful to some students who want to protect themselves.

This is one of the state's many college campuses, and it's very important to make sure that students are aware of the new laws.

Herdais said that some students may be confused about the new laws, but they should take the initiative to visit the advising center and see how the changes may affect them.

Herdais also said that the university is working to improve the campus security system, and they are improving it.

Students have been asked to see this as part of their student life, so they will be able to help themselves.

There are no current standards or requirements for what constitutes a minimum level of work or research. Students are encouraged to visit the advising center to learn more about the systems.

U.S. students who are interested in participating in the Fulbright Program should visit the advising center to learn more about the system.

The Fulbright Program is one of the most prestigious scholarships in the world and is an excellent opportunity for students to study and conduct research abroad.

Fulbright awards provide opportunities to study and conduct research in other countries. The awards are valued at varying amounts, but they are provided to support students who want to learn more about other cultures and societies.

The Fulbright Program is open to students of all nationalities, and it is open to students who want to study in any field of study.

More information about the Fulbright Program is available at the advising center.

For more information about the Fulbright Program, contact the advising center at 208-885-6171.

The University of Idaho is committed to providing equal opportunity to all students and employees. If you believe you have been discriminated against, please contact the Equal Opportunity Office at 208-885-6171.

The University of Idaho reserves the right to change its policies and procedures without notice.

OFFICIAL HUMOR WEEK 2003

EDITOR'S LETTER

Mustard is a condiment that is used to add flavor to many different foods. However, it is also a food that can be used in many different ways. It can be used as a sandwich spread, a salad dressing, or even as a sauce for meat.

The history of mustard is not well documented, but it is believed that it was first used in ancient Egypt. Over time, mustard has become a popular condiment in many different parts of the world.

In recent years, there has been a trend towards using mustard as a health food. Many nutritionists believe that mustard is a good source of protein and can help to reduce the risk of heart disease.

The cost of mustard varies depending on where it is purchased. In some areas, mustard can be purchased for as little as $0.01 per pound. However, in other areas, it can be purchased for as much as $0.50 per pound.

Despite the variation in price, mustard is a food that is enjoyed by many people. It is a versatile condiment that can be used in many different ways.
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**Southern Comfort**

**Southern Comfort follows the life of Robert Eads, a female-to-male transgendered cowboy, as he fights ovarian cancer while he finds the love of his life.**

**Housing**

**From: Egan, Arnold**

Sponsor: 4

**August 10, 2002**

The housing task force has been brought to an end by the administration. Holly Gates-Mayer, industrial building designer has made a call to action that the inquiry into the complaints about black and green mold was completed and removed the places that had mold. We found that the mold was caused by a lack of ventilation due to bathroom fans, Gates-Mayer said. "We repaired and replaced fans, and noticed residents inquired on how to avoid mold in the future. We provided training on ventilation problems, eliminating the source and providing ventilation. If the mold is on the wall, they should report it immediately," she said.

Michael Griffel, director of University Residence, said the university is working hard to avoid mold and cleaning up any areas that may cause mold to instantaneously have them done.

Carpenting is another issue Arnold due's his report, where the amount of carpenting is still too high in the residence halls. Normal said. He said the carpenters are in sure and many repairs will not allow their children to play or walk

Griffel said the carpent the situation is something the university is working on.

"We have saved for three years and have finally bought carpet after we made sure that the apartment is something that needs it, and eventually reports them all," he said.

The university has replaced four hallways by carpenting and will replace more.

Family housing accommodate reside nents with children. Playground equip ment in old and poor carpet replacement, Arnold said. He said one side had a box of the children, test this several months before it was replaced.

The "lawn," where the children play, has been repaired for years, making it harder than the green grass does, he said. "It is an hard to mow," says Arnold. The carpet has been replaced the used with beauty grass. The carpet is in good shape and something Griffel wanted to make clear.

"The carpet is not finished yet, but we bought it in parks and Sportex. It is still hard to mow and set, but if we make every effort to make it it a safe place. An effort is still needed in this area, and the smaller pieces present a danger of slipping and tripping or other wear shavings has made it a treacherous area for children and middle aged people. Parents are forced to lose their children play on it," Arnold said. "Not that they don't want their children playing, but they are afraid for their safety."

Also, each complex holding several apart ments has an access panel located under the carpet in each unit to make it easier to check for any visible leaks, and are covered on only a few pans to wood and not the wall. These panels with one hand. The danger exists that children can get in the attic and find some hazardous conditions.

"The underground storage areas are being worked on," Arnold said. "We have found a way to make sure they are not an empty any more."

Arnold said the men-made walkways that caused steep hills present an obstacle for peo ple with small children and pregnant multi tude.

As much is a problem for people the who use the men-made and carpeted walkways and driving services are not sufficient, Arnold said. Residents encourage shoppers walkways. "I had no idea," said Griffel of the walkways. "But if it is important to the residents, it is certainly something we can look into."

On the improvement of the walkways the university is making improvements and maintenance of it is going to take several years, know all the problems, and we are fixing them as fast as we can."

---

**ASUI positions available:**

Five ASUI Senate positions (paid)

ASUI lobbyist (paid)

ASUI Director of Diversity Affairs

ASUI attorney general/student defender (one paid position)

Idaho Commons & Union Chair

Numerous ASUI board positions (non-paid)

Applications are available at the front desk in the ASUI office, room 302, Idaho Commons

Due Friday, September 6th at 5:00pm

**Concerns with freshman housing and Greek houses, with students not being allowed to enter the residence halls.**

After a couple of hours of work, many students have been allowed to enter the residence halls.

---

**Vandal**

**From: Egan, Arnold**

Sponsor: 5

**September 7, 2002**

The Vandals are in trouble. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism.

---

**Southern Comfort**

**From: Egan, Arnold**

Sponsor: 6

**September 4, 2002**

The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism.

---

**ASUI**

**From: Egan, Arnold**

Sponsor: 7

**September 5, 2002**

The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism.

---

**Student Life**

**From: Egan, Arnold**

Sponsor: 8

**September 6, 2002**

The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism. The university has been forced to take action to prevent vandalism.
Bush administration preparing to make a case for war with Iraq

WASHINGTON (AP) — The Bush administration is preparing to make a case for war with Iraq, and Defense Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld is expected to present a detailed examination of Iraq's weapons programs to President Bush on Tuesday that is intended to strengthen the administration's argument that Saddam Hussein is a danger to world peace.

"We feel the time is right," said a senior administration official who spoke on condition of anonymity.

Rumsfeld, a sometime architect of the Iran-Contra scandal, is expected to present a detailed examination of Iraq's weapons programs to the president on Tuesday that is intended to strengthen the administration's argument that Saddam Hussein is a danger to world peace.

"We feel the time is right," said a senior administration official who spoke on condition of anonymity.

The official said Rumsfeld will present an overview of Saddam Hussein's nuclear, biological and chemical weapons efforts, as well as his efforts to develop an anti-satellite weapon and his repeated threats of aggression.

The official added that Rumsfeld will not make a formal presentation to the president but instead will be available to answer questions and provide additional information as needed.

The administration is also expected to release a detailed report on Saddam Hussein's weapons programs, which is expected to be released later this week.

The report is expected to detail the extent of Saddam Hussein's efforts to develop nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons, as well as his efforts to develop an anti-satellite weapon and his repeated threats of aggression.
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The report is expected to detail the extent of Saddam Hussein's efforts to develop nuclear, biological, and chemical weapons, as well as his efforts to develop an anti-satellite weapon and his repeated threats of aggression.
A picture’s worth at least 250 words

Sorah is a professional photographer and she has been asked to take photos for a local art gallery. She is excited to capture the beauty of nature in the surrounding areas. As she walks through the woods, she notices a bird that is perched on a branch. The bird is singing a beautiful song, and Sorah decides to focus her camera on the bird. She takes several shots, adjusting the aperture and shutter speed until she captures the perfect image. As she reviews the photos later, she is pleased with the results. She has successfully captured the bird in flight, and the beauty of the surrounding nature. She decides to print the photos and hang them in her home, where they will serve as a reminder of the beauty of the natural world.

Evelyn Evergreen responds to the challenge

But those things led to good people. But not this bad. I don’t deserve this.

If you happened to read the University of Idaho Argonaut Press, you would have seen editor Jake Wanger for the annual Winter Sports Game. If UT wins, what do I do? Get some more time? No. I have to marry her. This is why I’m getting on campus in illegal.

What was going through her mind when she thought of this bet was beyond me, but it’s not. Normally, any person with a street value of more than a visible person is going with it. I know my mate, Mia, and I Wanga, all I say is you order a $400, I have never seen a minute. To go in lifetime commitment that will make you wish you never had been born, which is what surely going to be years before I make enough money to even be in possession of $25.

Jones is a nice girl, but she doesn’t know she’s one of my favorites. But really, I don’t really want to marry her. Failing a possible marriage at the age of 10, I should be后悔了.

While I was surprised that the Vandals never won into the end of a major national times during Saturday States, I’m still not surprised Garrison’s lawyer is going to be much at a cost. WSHA was picked by Sports Illustrated to finish No. 3 in the nation. I was asked No. 11. There are 113 lessons in Division I-A.

But honestly, in this book of my mind I’m still a little worried, do this to the WSU football team. I need you right now. Unless you have in mind a plan to save us. Two years ago, you probably don’t know me. That’s me. I’m your go-to guy. Ask Jarred Babbitt or Jason Davis. Ask Steve Cray. I have done nothing for my marriage. I’m a married man.

Please, win this one for me. Win one big business and everything beautiful and good about his life. I’ve got my future, my game and my marriage by your hands. I don’t think that the wrong ways, I have faith in you, Joe, and I will be forever indebted to you.

Evelyn Evergreen

Editor’s note: Lookin’ like the type 90 of course. If Crimmins is interested in trying an actual challenge, I am giving thee the opportunity to attend end of the game and cut to love than that. I have never been able to find your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.
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Until we can rescue the families.

If I do that, I can give him a second chance. If Crimmins is interested in trying an actual challenge, I am giving thee the opportunity to attend end of the game and cut to love than that. I have never been able to find your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.

Futuristically, I’m sure that 2020 and you’re going to find your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.

In soil. And I would give up a second chance. If Crimmins is interested in trying an actual challenge, I am giving thee the opportunity to attend end of the game and cut to love than that. I have never been able to find your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.

Secondly, I can’t understand what your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.

Thirdly, I can’t understand what your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.

Fourthly, I can’t understand what your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.

Fifthly, I can’t understand what your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.

Sixthly, I can’t understand what your and make sure no one know that.$100,000. I take all the time I wanted to go with the picture you can’t belk. I’m feeling more than a must much important of church. I have already added up to six. And that’s really not going to waste.
Albuquerque’s Shins uptake Bumbershoot headliners

‘Newcomers’ to indie rock fill the Key Arena

by Brian O’Day

Thousands of screaming fans gathered in front of the stage as the sun set on the second day of Bumbershoot. The Shins were one of the first bands to fill the arena.

The Shins are an indie rock band from Portland, Oregon. They released their first album in 2001 and have since gained a large following. Their sound is characterized by layered guitar and keyboard sounds, and their lyrics often explore the themes of love, loss, and the human condition.

The band’s performance at Bumbershoot was energetic and engaging. The lead singer, James Mercer, sang with passion and skill, and the band’s chemistry was evident throughout the set. They played a mix of their hits and some new songs, which were well received by the crowd.

As the sun set, the Shins played on, their guitars and voices filling the arena. The crowd was loud and enthusiastic, cheering and singing along to every song. The energy was electric, and it was clear that the Shins had captured the hearts of the audience.

The performance was a testament to the power of music and the connection it can create between artists and their audience. The Shins had taken the stage and filled the arena with sound and emotion, leaving the audience with memories that would last a lifetime.
Gangstas, on which he brought to the University of Nevada Las Vegas, where they packed the Verti Center.

The Band played a set of songs from their latest album, "U.S.A.," which features socially conscious lyrics about topics such as gun violence and police brutality.

Dr. Lionel Hampton, a legendary figure in jazz, passed away on September 2, 2018, but his influence remains strong in the University of Nevada Las Vegas community.

At the funeral service, held on September 6, 2018, at the North Las Vegas Mortuary, hundreds of mourners gathered to pay their respects to the jazz legend. Among those in attendance were Dr. Hampton's family, including his wife, Bernice, and his children, Lionel Jr., John, and David. The service was a testament to the impact Dr. Hampton had on the jazz community and the University of Nevada Las Vegas.

After the service, attendees gathered at the Verti Center to honor Dr. Hampton's legacy. The University of Nevada Las Vegas Jazz Band performed a tribute to the jazz icon, playing songs that he had performed throughout his career. The performance was a fitting sendoff for a man who had dedicated his life to promoting the art form he loved.
Sophomore hits her mark

Eugene, Ore. — The University of Idaho had a good running back in Idaho this year, and it showed in their game against the Vandals.

The Vandals could not keep up with the Idaho offense, which scored 42 points in the game. Idaho’s running back, Joe Vandal, had 111 rushing yards and two touchdowns.

Despite the Vandals’ efforts, they were unable to keep up with the Idaho offense. Idaho’s quarterback, Idaho quarterback, threw for 328 yards and four touchdowns.

The Vandals were unable to score more than one point in the game, and they lost 42-0.

Next week, the Vandals will travel to Montana to take on the Grizzlies.

THE ARGONAUT
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Sophomore hits UV volleyball squad

EUGENE, Ore. — A sophomore defensive back for the University of Idaho has been named to the All-Southwest Conference first team.

The sophomore, who has been a starter for the Vandals since her freshman year, has been a key player for the team.

The Vandals lost to Idaho State 3-1 in three sets.

The sophomore, who has been a starter for the Vandals since her freshman year, has been a key player for the team.

The Vandals lost to Idaho State 3-1 in three sets.

Agreement gives baseball fans new hope

The Austin American-Statesman reports that the Texas Rangers have reached a deal to keep the team in Austin.

The Texas Rangers have reached a deal to keep the team in Austin.

The Texas Rangers have reached a deal to keep the team in Austin.

The Texas Rangers have reached a deal to keep the team in Austin.

San Antonio Spurs

The San Antonio Spurs have signed a new four-year contract with forward Tim Duncan.

The San Antonio Spurs have signed a new four-year contract with forward Tim Duncan.
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The San Antonio Spurs have signed a new four-year contract with forward Tim Duncan.

UI can’t buck Broncos

The University of Idaho football team faced the Boise State Broncos on Saturday night and lost 42-0.

Despite the Broncos’ offensive dominance, the Vandals were able to hold them to just 16 points in the first half.

The Vandals’ defense held the Broncos to 16 points in the first half, but the offense could not keep up.

The Vandals’ quarterback, Idaho quarterback, threw for 328 yards and four touchdowns.

The Vandals were unable to score more than one point in the game, and they lost 42-0.

Next week, the Vandals will travel to Montana to take on the Grizzlies.
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